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Bio Monthly Report of the implementation of Judicial sectors about 

Martyr  Farkhoda Case 

 
Civil Society meeting:   Civil Society with coordination of defender lawyers for Martyr Farkhonda case, 

held an emergency meeting in AWN Central office on date 3 Dec 2015. 

After reporting by defense lawyers of the family of Martyr Farkhoda to civil society in regard of 

expiration of the legal time for the case in Supreme Court, the decision held, to launch a gathering by 

next week in Shar-e-Now Park.  

Gathering of Civil Society Organizations (CSOs):  Civil Society Organizations lead by AWN with 

coordination of defender lawyers for the family Martyr Farkhoda case lunched a gathering on date 10 

Dec 2015 in Shar-e-Now Park, the purpose of this gathering was to protest Supreme courts activities in 

regard of delaying Martyer Farkhoda Case. 

 Sending the file by Supreme Court: On date 21 December 2015, Supreme Court sent the file through a 

letter No 2030 /2635 to Prosecution for fighting Crime against Internal and external security to address 

some of the gaps in file. 

Prosecution office Implementation about the file  : Prosecution for fighting Crime Against Internal and 

external security reinvestigate the file according to the letter sent by supreme court and considering  

protests of defender lawyers  for the case, and in this regard  did request of  summon  from police 

commandant, commander of  intelligence and  Investigation head . 

After that, a letter sent to Department 40 of the National security office to send Yaqob for forensic 

examining. Finally on date 27 Dec 2015, the file is resent through postal office to Supreme Court.  So far 

the forensic office did not send response to relevant prosecution office, and  that is supposed  the file 

should send  soon through another letter to Supreme Court.   
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